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Titanium TX4 Products from Turtle Wax

TX4 from Turtle Wax is a newly formulated 4-stage process designed 
with ingredients that work together in synergy to offer superior 
cleaning, protection, water beading and shine in your tunnel wash. 
Hyper-concentrated formulas are Reclaim system Compatible and 
Biodegradable. 

Engineered to maximize the absorption, (the particles that stick to 
a vehicle surface) of each product to not only prepare the surface 
for optimal cleaning and lubricity but also to work with the ceramic 
polymers and solvent emulsions in the sealant and drying agent to 
maximize protection, water beading and shine. 

An added benefit is you can wash cars with less water lowering your 
cost per car.  

TX1 Power Soak is the first step in the TX4 process. This product 
produces a dense, penetrating foam that effortlessly removes dirt and 
oils from the vehicle surface and sets up step 2. Citrus scent, White. Ph 
8-9. Sold in 5 gallon pails. Up to 2200 cars per pail, 5-12mls per vehicle. 

TX2 Power Clean is the 2nd step in the TX4 process. This foaming 
detergent rinses away ions and minerals to remove all soils on the 
vehicle. A combination of acid components adjusts the Ph at the 
vehicle surface which is a vital component for the final 2 steps of the 
process. Unscented, White. Ph 3-5. Sold in 5 gallon pail. Up to 2100 
cars per pail, 6-12mls per vehicle. 

TX3 Power Shine is the 3rd step in the TX4 process. This unique 
sealing product forms a protective layer of ceramic polymers that 
are bonded to the vehicle surface protecting it from rain and harsh 
weather and setting it up for the final step. Grape scent, no color. Ph 
6.5-9.5. Sold in 5 gallon pail. Up to 2100 cars per pail, 9mls per vehicle. 

TX4 Power Dry is the 4th step is a drying agent with water-based 
emulsion of non-polar solvents. These work together with the ceramic 
layer of TX3 to break and bead water on the surface to produce the 
driest car possible. Unscented, no color. Ph 6.5-9.5. Sold in 5 gallon 
pail. Up to 3400 cars per pail, 4-7mls per vehicle.
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Part No. Product Pail Wt.  
 
TU TX1 Power Soak ...........  5-Gallon 48 lbs.  
TU TX2 Power Clean ..........  5-Gallon 48 lbs.  
TU TX3 Power Shine ..........  5-Gallon 48 lbs.  
TU TX4 Power Dry ..............  5-Gallon 48 lbs.   
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http://www.dultmeier.com/prod-search.asp?searchstring=TUTX1
http://www.dultmeier.com/prod-search.asp?searchstring=TUTX2
http://www.dultmeier.com/prod-search.asp?searchstring=TUTX3
http://www.dultmeier.com/prod-search.asp?searchstring=TUTX4

